DIGIT! ARCHAEOLOGY DAY

JOIN US ON OCTOBER 15TH AT THE MICHAEL C. CARLOS MUSEUM'S ACKERMAN HALL FOR A DAY OF ARCHAEOLOGY TALKS, HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES AND A SHOWCASE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AT EMORY!

DIGIT! PROGRAM

10:00 - 10:10 AM  WELCOME BY ASSOCIATE VICE PROVOST & MCCM DIRECTOR HENRY KIM
10:15 - 10:40 AM  TEL HALIF, ISRAEL/LAHAV RESEARCH PROJECT: PHASE IV/ FINAL CHAPTERS
                    BY DR. ODED BOROWSKI (MESAS)
10:40-11:05 AM  ASSYRIA: BAKED BRICKS AND BIG BUILDINGS BY DR. PETRA CREAMER
                    (MESAS)
11:05 - 11:30 AM  I SEE AND I REMEMBER: THE PHILOPAPPOS MONUMENT IN ATHENS & ITS
                    CONTRIBUTION TO A MEMORIAL AFTERLIFE BY MILTOS KYLINDREAS (ART HISTORY)
11:30 - 11:55 AM  COFFEE BREAK
11:55 AM - 12:20 PM  ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION: FROM FIELD TO LAB BY ELLA
                    ANDREWS (MCCM)
12:20 - 12:45 PM  SAMOTHRACE: THE SANCTUARY OF THE GREAT GODS BY MARGARET
                    GREENE
12:45 - 1:10 PM  ROMAN SILVER AND THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF LUXURY BY CHRISTOPHER
                    ASKEW
1:10 - 2:45 PM  LUNCH/ POTTERY MAKING AND DEMONSTRATION BY RICK BERMAN AND
                    DOUG TOBIN/ OPEN GALLERIES
2:45 - 3:10 PM  DE-COMPOSING & RE-COMPOSING THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN BODY
                    BY DR. TASHA DOBBIN-BENNETT
3:10 - 3:35 PM  MAKING AN IMPRESSION BY DR. RUTH ALLEN (MCCM)
3:35 - 4:00 PM  UNCOVERING CLUES IN THE ARTS OF WEST AFRICAN POWER
                    ASSOCIATIONS BY DR. SUSAN GAGLIARDI

INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES!

Lunch will be provided to students while supplies last!
Scan to RSVP

SPONSORED BY THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY, EMORY'S ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN STUDIES AND MEDITERRANEAN ARCHAEOLOGY PROGRAMS AND THE MICHAEL C. CARLOS MUSEUM
ORGANIZED BY EMORY STUDENTS IN AMS AND MEDARCH!!